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Abstract

The policy of United State of America when attack Afganistan at 7 of October 2001C with they claim as The Operation Enduring Freedom. Many bombs which burst that time, many people was killed, and the target of war to Kabul City. But the fact just hipocrit. There are explosion in Countryside of Uruzgan with existence of party of weding defeating 120 people is including woman and man. Also defeated United States coalition team him with Operation of Annaconda. Under the cloak of alleging Osama Ladin bin as terrorist kingpin and to attack its network in the reality still not yet been found untill now.
And then United States invasion to Iraq at 19 March 2003 also as United States equivocation to annihilate mass destroyer weapon which owned and developed by Iraq. its Real till now still not yet been found by dangerous weapon, killing, and poisoning. Existing victim which is died thousands of and even hundreds of thousand Iraq civil citizen soul defeated and also its soldier. Frankly Iraq have followed resolution of PBB number 1441 which is it contents to disarm assumed weapon endanger.
In the reality also  on the contrary a lot of falsehood over there. Existence of Iraq prisoner scandal by United States military in Abu Ghuraib. Persecution, worthless of sexual, even race discrimination. Which is inciting enragement of world of international as well as United States society. Also with existence of fact distortions concerning United States invasion to Afganistan and Iraq which in fact have to study more detail. 
We have known in this world that the famous state which have attack the other nation without annoying the other state was cheat the law of war and human right. On the ground that United State of America said the aim of democracy and human rights for them is to make them become highes than other sistem. This is the contrary of democracy, from 2001 untill 2007 in this year, like Afganistan and Iraq both are attacked with United State of America and the military also. To much violence there, and to much victim there. When the military of United State of America gived the punishment they was so cruel when they keep the prisoner specially at Abu Ghuraib Iraq thats not fair. We can imagen, when United State Of America confessing that state will become Good geovernance with Democracy and Human Rights, but the fact when the military of United State of America attacked Afganistan and Iraq they don’t care about civil society, they kill them, they hurt people who has no mistakes. Basically United States was broak Law of War and Human right.
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